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The Professional Choice for 
Carpet and Upholstery Care

� Aluminum telescoping handle
� 3.5 gallon solution tank
� 2.5 gallon recovery tank
� 104 CFM
� 55 p.s.i. oscillating pump
� 2-stage vacuum motor with 89" lift
� 4" clear sight upholstery tool
� Expandable 2.5' to 10' vacuum and
solution hose
� Splash-proof clear tank lid
� Heavy-duty latches
� Weighs only 36 lbs.
� 15' power cord
� Ultra heavy-duty poly housing 

and quality workmanship provide 
years of hassle free cleaning

The PS35 commercial spotter is portable, light-

weight, and extremely powerful. It is perfect

for touch-ups, spot removal between scheduled

carpet cleanings, and those locations where

the bigger extractors just won’t fit.You can use

it to pick up small wet spills quickly and easily.

The PS35 takes the hassle out of cleaning spots

before they become a major stain.



Sturdy aluminum telescoping handle for transport.

The compact PS35 weighs only 36 pounds and can be
effortlessly moved from one location to the next, or
extend the telescoping
handle and tilt the PS35
back on it’s 5" trans-
port wheels for maxi-
mum go anywhere con-
venience. 

Included with the PS35 is a 4" hand tool and 10’ of
solution and recovery stretch hose. This stretch hose
recoils to 2.5’ feet for storage and transport and extends
to 10’ for operation. The hose retracts and stores in the
machine base for easy transport.  The hose can be fitted
with 4 additional tools. The tools are a
spotting wand, a perforated uphol-
stery/curtain tool, a crevice tool and 
a dripless internal spray detailer.

The PS35 spotter is the

ideal solution for many

carpet cleaning prob-

lems. Instead of

using a big extrac-

tor for a small

problem – just

use the PS35

commercial

spotter!

Expand Your Extractor Line with a
Commercial Spotter

Model PS35 Specifications
Solution Tank 3.5 gallons
Recovery Tank 2.5 gallons
Solution Pressure 55 p.s.i.
Vacuum Motor 2-stage
Waterlift 89"
CFM 104
Switches Off, pump & vac, and vac
Tank Construction Ultra heavy-duty poly housing
Pump - UL Listed Yes
Vacuum Hose 2.5' to 10' stretch vac hose
Solution Hose 2.5' to 10' stretch solution hose
Power Cord 15'
Float Shut-Off Protects vacuum motor
Wheels Rear mounted
Weight 36 lbs.
Warranty 5 years housing, 1 year 

vacuum motor, pump 
and workmanship

Stretch 2.5' to 10' insider vacuum and solution hose.


